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their professional responsibility, I believe, to advance the depth of 
design selectively and focally. 
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Introduction 

Confronted with the vast array of products in the contemporary 
world, an observer is justified in wondering whether there really 
is a discipline of design shared by all of those who conceive and 
plan such things as graphic communications, the physical objects 
produced by craft and madiine, structured services :rnd·a~. 
and the integrated systems which range in scale from computers 
and other forms of technology to urban and humanly managed 
natural environments. The scope of design appears to be so great, 
and the range of styles and other qualities of individual products 
within even one category so diverse, that the prospects for iden
tify]ng a common discipline seem dim. To compound the prob
lem, histories and theories of design are also exceptionally diverse, 
representing a wide range of beliefs about what design is, how it 
should be practiced, and for what purpose. For example, design 
histories typically identify their subject matter as the history of 
objects. or the careers of individual designers who have influ
enced society, or the development of the technical means and pro
cesses of a specialized branch of design practice such as graphic 
design, industrial design, or engineering, or the infl.uence of 
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broad cultural ideas on the practice of all of the fine and useful 
arts. Similarly, designers and design theorists present a seemingly 
endless array of special procedures and maxims required for what 
they believe to be effective designing. And, finally, design critics, 
as well as historians, designers, and theorists, offer a great variety 
of incompatible, if not contradictory, principles and slogans to 
explain what designers should and should not seck to accomplish 
through their work. 

What is needed to reduce the welter of products, methods, and 
purposes of design to an intelligible pattern is a new conception 
of the discipline as a humanistic enterprise, recognizing the in
herently rhetorical dimension of all design thinking. The key to 
such a conception lies in the subject matter of design. There is a 
tendency among theorists to reduce design to a form of science, as 
if there is a fundamental predictive quality in designing that has 
eluded practicing designers. The assumption is that design has a 
fixed or determinate subject matter that is given to the designer 
in the same way that the subject matter of nature is given to the 
scientist. However, the subject matter of design is not given. It 
is created through the activities of invention and planning, or 
through whatever other methodology or procedures a designer 
finds helpful in characterizing his or her work. Of course, one 
may argue that the subject matter of the sciences is not entirely 
given; it must be discovered in the activities of scientific inquiry. 
But discovery aad iaveariaa are csscarially different Discovery 
implies that there is something constantly available, waiting pas
sively to be uncovered, and that the discovery will yield only one 
result, which may be confirmed by other experimental techniques 
for questioning nature. In other words, there is a determinacy in 
natural science, and the goal of inquiry is knowledge of properties 
and predictability of processes. 

There is no similar determinacy in the activity of designing. 
The subject matter of design is radically indeterminate, open to 
alternative resolutions evm with the same methodology. I One may 
speak of"discovering design" because one is concerned with de
termining what design and the products of design are, or have 
been, in the twentieth century. The issue is a question of fact, and 
observations may be verified if someone else examines the evi
dence from the perspective of the claim. But of the designer, one 
speaks most often of creation and invention, and only casually or 
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mistakenly of discovery. The scientist discovm a natural process 
or a natural law, but the engineer or designer invmts a possible 
application or a new use suited to a particular product. There are 
m~ny determinate constraints on the work of the designer, but 
the consideration of constraints is only a background for the in
vention or conception of a new product. 
Wh~ is the indeterminacy of subject matter in design signifi

cant! There are several reasons. First, it immediately serves to 
distinguish design from all of the natural and social sciences, 
which are directed toward the understanding of determinate sub
ject matters. (With this in mind, appeals to science among design 
theorisu must be viewed with caution, because the appeal may be 
only a rhetorical ractic that conceals a personal preference or in
terest that has nothing to do with the necessities of science.) Sec
ond. it directs attention to the exceptional diversity of the prod
ucts created by designers and to the continual change going on 
among those products. The subject matter of design is not fixed; 
it is constantly undergoing exploration. Individual dtsigners ex
tend their vision to new areas of application or focus on one area 
of application and refine a vision. In general, design is continually 
evolving~ and the range of products or areas where d~ign think
ing ma~ be applied continues to expand. Third, indeterminacy of 
subject matter serves to characterize design as a discipline funda
mentally concerned with matters that admit of alternative reso
lutions. Designers deal with matters of choice, with things that 
may be oth~r. than they are.Tfiefmphcati<fnsofthiUre-imttteiiSC, 
because it re'feals the domain of design to be not accidently but 
essentially contested. The essential nature of design calls for both 
the process and the results of designing to be open to debate 
and disagreement. Designers deal with possible worlds and with 
opinions about what the parts and the whole of the human envi
ronment should be . Any authority of the designer comes from 
recognized experience :.m! practical wisdom in dealing with such 
matters, but the designer's judgment and the results of his or her 
decisions are o~n to questioning by the general public, as are all 
matters of public policy and personal action, where things may be 
other than they are. 

What is the consequence for the discipline of design of the in
determinacy of its subject matter? Docs it mean that there can be 
no discipline or art of design thinking, as the diversity of descrip-
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tions of design seems to suggest? Quite the opposite. There can 
be a discipline of design, but it must be different in kind from 
disciplines which possess determinate subject matters. Design is 
a discipline where the conception of subject matter, method, and 
purpose is an integral part of the activity and of the results. 

On the level of professional practice, the discipline of design 
must incorporate competing interests .and values, alternative 
ideas, and different bodies of knowledge. This is nothing new to 
desi~ers, who have understood that they must be persuasive in 
dealing with others and find concrete techniques for assessing the 
many perspectives from which products are viewed by clients, 
manufacturers, business and other technical experts, and poten
tial users. What is new is the possibility of systematizing the dis
cipline of design to explain how designers invent and develop the 
arguments contained in their products and how designers may 
present their ideas persuasively to clients and other members of 
product development teams. However, the elements of a new dis
cipline of design do not have to be created entirely anew. Nearly 
a century of exploration and reflection have provided the mate
rials for a synthesis which is, arguably, underway today in con
temporary design thinking. 

If the subject matter of design is indeterminate-potentially 
universal in scope, because design may be applied to new and 
changing situations, limited only by the inventiveness of the de-

. · signer then the subject matter efdt~ip studies is not produc.ts, 
as such, but the art of conceiving and planning products. In other 
words, the poetics of products-the study of products as they 
are-is different from the rlletoric of products-the study of 
how products come to be as vehicles of argument and persuasion 
about the desirable qualities of private and public life. The inter
play between the rhetoric and poetics of products is a significant 
issue in design studies, but the orientation in logical sequence is 
from rhetoric to poetics. Recognition of this is important because 
designers, and those who study design, often confuse the qualities 
of existing products with the problems of designing new prod
ucts. There is a tendency to see determinacy in existing products 
and project that determinacy back into the activity and discipline 
of designing. This is what Kenneth Burke means when he dis
cusses "prediction after the fact" in literary studies. Prediction 
after the fact is what designers and design theorists do when they 
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conclude lhat design is a determinate activity-an acth·\ty of dis
covery-rather than an activity of invention concerned with the 
indeterminate. A designer's beliefs are sometimes elevated to the 
status of determinate principles governing all of design, rather 
than personal visions infused into a rhetorical art of communica
tion and persuasion. From this perspective, design history, theory, 
and criticism should balance any discussion of products with dis
cussion of the particular conception of design that stands behind 
the product in its historical context. Indeed , different conceptions 
of design a]so carry with them different conceptions of history, 
further complicating the task of design studies. For this reason, 
one way to investigate the different forms of the discipline of de
sign in the twentieth century is to consider different accounts of 
the origins of design. 

The Origins of!ksign 

Serious discussions of design seldom omit some reference to the 
origins of the d iscipline:. Such passages are perhaps regarded by 
the casual reader as ceremonial rather than substantive, but the 
treatment of this commonplace reveals a great deal about a writ
er 's perspective on the nature of design and the significance of 
contemporary practice:. There is a surprising pattern in accounts 
of the origins of design, revealing the systematic pluralism of the 
discipline in the twentieth century . 

.. . . The origins of design a·re usuallytra·cc-ct·lo o-n~- of only four 
beginnings. Some argue that design began in the twentieth cen
tury with the formation of new disciplines of design thinking. 
Others argue that design began in the early days of the Industrial 
Revolution with the transformation of the instruments of pro
duction and the social conditions of work. Still others argue that 
design began in the prehistoric period with the creation of images 
and objects by primitive human beings. And, finally, some argue 
that design began with the creation of the universe, the first act 
of God, who represents the ideal model of a creator which all hu
man designers, knowingly or unknowingly, strive to imitate. The 
alternat1ve origins may be represented in a schematism which 
suggests interesting relations and potential oppositions (fig. 1). 

Such wide disparity in a matter which on first consideration 
seems to admit only a single: answer suggests, at once, that the 
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Figure I. Schematism of the origins of design 

issue at stake cannot be resolved by a simple appeal to facts or his
torical data. What is at stake is not fact, as such, but the principle 
which gives meaning to data and allows the assertion of factual 
claims: the principle by which facts are established and made per
tinent to the practice, study, and experience of design. This is 
confirmed to the degree that whatever principle is selected by 
a writer, the data which are primary in other accounts of the 
origins of design are not excluded or ignored but merely given 
lower priority and different meaning; the data of alternative ac
counts do not bear directly on the question of the origins of design 
but on other factors related to hu~an nature, social conditions, 
cultural myths, and so forth. In short, the way a writer identifies 
the origins of design indicates a broad rhetorical perspective on 
the nature of design. Such perspectives are perhaps endless in 
their subtle differences, but they may be grouped into four kinds, 

---~iaaiEatiRg a .. ,/,~CQ/ mmmcmplact wh.ichm.a)!. be made 
fundamental in the practice and study of design. These common
places are represented in the schematism of figure 2. 

The history, current practice, and theory of design are pre
sented differently from each perspective, accounting for the plu
ralism of conflicting approaches to design that are evident in the 
contemporary period. However, this pluralism does not under
mine the possibility of understanding the common discipline of 
design shared by all designers. The scope and nature of design in 
the contemporary world arc determined by two considerations: 
the pluralism of principles which have guided designers in ex
ploring the human-made world, and the pluralism of conceptions 
of the discipline which have provided new instrumentalities for 
such explorations. The principles of design are grounded in spiri
tual and cultural ideals, or in material conditions, or in the power 
of individuals to control nature and influence social life, or in the 
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qualities of moral and intellectual charac~er which stand behind 
the integrative discipline of design thinking and the productive 
arts. Such principles are presuppo~ and pre-existent in the con
cerns of each designer. They are expressed as th~.m. muims, or 
j!ogr:rru to guide practice, and their elaboration and adaptation to 
new circumstancesi:s a proce:ss of discovery. 

However, the disdpline of design is in a process of formation 
in a way that principles are not. The discipline is being invented 
through the: e)l(ploration of instrumentalities, technologies, and 
specific methods which are suited to the changing circumstances 
of contemporary culture. The discipline of design, in all its forms, 
empowers indi\'iduals to explore the diverse qualities of personal 
eltperience and to shape: che common qualities of community ex
perience. This makes design an es:sential element in a new phi
lo:sophy of culture, replacing the old metaphysics of fixed essences 
and natures which Dewey critiqued throughout a lifetime of 
~ork diieeted toward the expe"iimerita1 niftiirrofinquiry -after 
the philosophic and cultural revolution at the beginning of the 
twentieth century.z 

To investigate the var ious forms of the discipline of design in 
the twentieth century, we may take as our beginning point the 
perspective which specifically focuses on design as a discipline. 
Later, we may consider how the other perspectives on design have 
also contributed to the standing of design as a liberal art of tech
nological culture. 

Characttr and tht Formation of the Discipline of Dtsign 

When the origins of design are traced to the first decades of the 
twentieth century, the principle lies in human character. Design 
rem on the ability of human beings to reason and act with 
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prudence in solving problems that are obstacles to the func
tioning, development, and well-being of individuals and society. 
Furthermore, desigh is inquiry and experimentation in the activ
ity of making, since making is the way that human beings pro
vide for themselves what nature provides only by accident. There 
is a deep reflexive relation between human character and the 
character of the human-made: character influences the formation 
of products and products influence the formation of character in 
individuals, institutions, and society. 

lntegratiw Arts in the Ancient World 

Although design emerged as a distinct discipline only in the twen
tieth century, its precursors may be traced from the ancient world 
through the disciplines of art and changing attitudes toward pro
duction and making. In the ancient world, Aristotle discovered 
a science of production directed toward an understanding of the 
differences among all of the arts and their products due to the 
specific m~~teritlls, techniques of production, forms, and purpos~I 
that are relevant to each kind of making.3 He called this "poetic 
science," or poetics, derived from the Greek word for making. 
The only remaining example of this science, as it was explored by 
Aristotle, is the Poetics, a treatise on the literary arts and, specifi
cally, the art of tragedy. (Reportedly, there was a parallel treatise 

___ _Q.!!_the_ art of comedy, but it is lost) There are many references to 
mechanical ob)ect5,-clomestic implemeiiu;·and otner·p;taducts of 
the useful arts throughout Aristotle's other treatises. These ref
erences and brief analyses provide tantalizing hints about how he 
would have investigated design, but there is no evidence that 
he ever wrote a treatise specifically devoted to a poetic analysis of 
what we, in the modern world, would regard as the result of de
sign. Nonetheless, Aristotle's method of studying the artificial
even limited to the literary arts, as the most important examples 
are-exerted a strong influence on all subsequent discussions of 
making in Western culture. If not his specific philosophy, then 
the terms and distinctions of his analysis directly or indirectly 
provide the basis for how we discuss design in the contemporary 
world. 

For Aristotle, the differences among the various literary and 
constructive arts depend on a fundamental understanding of the 
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human capacity to make, considered to be independent from the 
specialization of a particular art. All making is an integrative, 
synthetic activity. It is what he describes as an intellectual vir
tue: a reasoned state of the capacity to make, different from, but 
closely related to, the intellectual virtue that stands behind the 
theoretical sciences and the moral virtues that stand behind 
action.~ However, Aristotle also found it important to distinguish 
the element of fordAaught from the specific considerations and 
activities that are relevant to each kind of making.5 Forethought 
in making is a kind of universal art, in the sense that it is indepen
dent of any particular art of making and, therefore, able to range 
over all potential considerations and subjects that may enter into 
the making of this or that kind of product. Forethought is an 
••architectonic" or "master·• art, concerned with disco""'! and 
in~Jion, arpmn~f and planning • .and the purposes or ends that 
guide the .activities of the subordinate arts and crafts. 

The element of forethought in making is what subsequently 
came to be known as design, although no distinct discipline of de
sign emerged in the ancient world, perhaps because forethought 
and making were most often combined in the same person, the 
master builder or craftsman. However, one exception was in the 
diverse arts of language .and literature. A core art of rhetoric pro
vided the basis for systematic forethought in all of the distinct 
forms of making in words: history, drama, poetry, political and 
~egalspeeche!, pnyers, af!-d religieuucrmoAs.6 Rhetoric scnc:d 
as the design art of literature; it provided the organization of 
thought in narrative and argument as well as the composition and 
arrangement of words in style. Yet rhetoric was not conceived by 
Aristotle as an art of words. It was an art of thought and argu
ment whose product found mrbodimnrt in words as a vehicle of 
presentation. 

However, since words refer to things, and the use of words 
has conse<juences for action and understanding, even the literary 
form of rhetoric has often provided a way of connecting ethics, 
politics, and the theoretical sciences with the activities of making. 
Indeed, the themes of rhetorical thinking have exerted a powerful 
influence on those am of making which employ materials other 
than words, For example, rhetoric and the intellectual virtues as
sociated with rhetoric-the humanism established by Cicero in 
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the Roman republic-stand behind Vitruvius's account of archi
tecture.7 His portrait of the architect parallels Cicero's portrait of 
the well-educated rhetorician, except with regard to the type of 
product that follows from the art. The architect is an individual 
trained in the liberal arts and sciences of his day, prepared to 
practice the integrative liberal art of architecture for the fabrica
tion of buildings, instruments for measuring time, and the devices 
of war. 

Integrative Arts in tiJ~ Rmaissanc~ 

The relation between rhetoric and the arts of making, whether in 
words or things, is one of the most complex themes in Western 
culture. However, the development of this theme in the Renais
sance has special significance for the subsequent understanding of 
design in the twentieth century. In the Renaissance, the fine arts 
were distinguished from the practical arts in a fashion more com
plete-or, at any rate, with greater cultural impact-than at any 
time in the past.• The reason for this was an unusual confluence 
of Platonic and Aristotelian ideas, along with a rebirth of rhet
oric through the direct or mediated influence of Cicero, Horace, 
Quintilian, and Longinus.9 New readings of Plato supported an 
intense interest in the imitation of ideal models. In conjunction 
with the rebirth of rhetoric as a cultural art, this led in turn to 
the imitation of ideal literary models. Finally, the translation of 

--Ariatetle's IW#" iAto a variety oflangnagt:s io .thui.x.t«ntlu~g~ 
tury "provided a technical vocabulary, a statement of problems, 
and an array of literary data" that was adjusted to the rhetorical 
tradition of poetry, stemming from Horace and Longinus. 10 The 
resuit was the rhetorical humanism of the Renaissance, directed 
toward the creation of the new liberal art of belles lettres as the 
highest achievement of culture. This was conceived as a return to 
the ancient union of the arts of making in words and things. 
However, it was, in fact, a departure from classical and modern 
ideas that decisively reoriented culture toward the literary arts. 

It is no contradiction that some Renaissance artists explored 
the practical arts of architet:turtl and graft« (including the art of 
pittura) at the same time that they explored new literary arts, be
cause the practical arts were conceived as an extension of poetic 
vision. The highest forms of making remained rhetoric and 
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poetry, since these am were regarded as closest to the spirit of 
the ideal. Nor is it a contradiction that the creation of the liberal 
art of beaux arts soon followed the creation of belles lettres: the 
beautiful arts, similarly based on rhetoric, provided a new way 
for exploring the delightful and noble, thereby extending the 
subject matter and concepts of beautifulletters. 11 Thus, the first 
academies of art were created in the sixteenth century, "based 
originally on the assumption that the visual arts may be analyzed 
intellectually, and criticized and improved according to laws not 
different from those governing literature codified by Aristotle 
and other authors of the ancient world." 12 

The great achievement of the Renaissance was the creation 
of belles lettres and beaux am, along with a rebirth of rhetori
cal thought. This influenced all areas of culture and all arts of 
making, yielding a .secularized humanism which influenced the 
sciences, as well. Yet this achievement, particularly as carried 
forward in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, ultimately 
eroded the intellectual foundations of rhetoric and the practical 
arts of making, with nearly disastrous consequences for the con
ception and practice of design. Although the Renaissance artist 
distinguished the rational arts of rhetoric and poetry from the 
practical or useful arts, he also understood and appreciated their 
relation, and frequentlJ cultivated the practical arts of making in 
innovative ways. Leonardoda Vinci's speculations on mechanical 
devir:es _ ~·y~ simply another_~Kpress~~- ~f_~is ~tic and visual 
imagination. But the successors of the Renaissance artist, iriherrt:: 
ing a reifi.ed distinction between the fine and practical arts, pro
gressivel)' lost understanding of, and interest in, the fertile con
nective link.IJ 

Renaissance inventions were based on an architectonic art of 
rhetoric. However, what was invented by means of rhetoric-the 
new subject matters of culture, identified as literature, history, 
the fine arts, science, and philosophy-gradually attracted more 
interest and attention than the integrative art from which they 
emerged.!~ For example, Galileo was inspired by the design arts 
practiced in the great arsenal of Venice, but he directed his work 
not toward the nature of design but toward the creation of the 
two new sciences of mechanics. The result is easy to see: the arts 
of making were progressively distinguished, specialized, and 
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fragmented into many forms; the practical arts were developed 
without sound intellectual foundations which could be integrated 
into a humanistic conception of making; and the theoretical sci
ences underwent explosive growth, often relying on the indus
trial, mechanical, and practical arts for inspiration and devices of 
investigation, but without a framework for relating theoretical 
knowledge to its practical impact on the development of human 
character and society. As for rhetoric, it became one more tech
nical, specialized branch of the literary arts, ultimately dissociated 
by Descartes, Newton, and others from philosophy, practical rea
soning, and the new sciences.15 

It is true that in the period from the Renaissance to the early 
days of the Industrial Revolution the invention of techniques for 
mass production in support of the practical arts aJlowcd-and 
required-a separation of designing from making. However. de
sign was also separated from the intellectual and fine arts, leaving 
it without an intellectual foundation of its own. Therefore, in
stead of becoming a unifying discipline directed toward the new 
productive capabilities and scientific understanding of the mod
ern world, design was diminished in importance and fragmented 
into the specializations of different types of production, ltav ing its 
connection with other human enterprises and bodies of knowl
edge vague and uncertain. Design was rescued periodically by ex
~tional individuals with natural talent who could provide ex
amples of successfuldesigniliinKing~blled mnm intaiti re pa!1) 

ofbroader considerations. But these individuals could not provide 
a systematic discipline with principles and methods appropriate 
to the tasks of design. 

Following the Renaissance, the consequence of separating the 
theoretical from the practical, the ideal from the real, and the cog
nitive from the noncognitive was a loss of the essentially human
istic dimension of production. The forms of making which had 
the widest impact on the daily life of society-engineering and 
the other practical arts-were guided merely by a narrow profit 
motive or by military necessity, 16 rather thart a deeper considera
tion of the interplay between human character and products." 
Design was practiced by chance and intuition as a trade activity 
or military occupation, rather than in its full potential as an ar
chitectonic master art that guides all of the diverse forms of mak
ing which are central to human culture. In short, design became 
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a servile activity rather than a liberal art. [twas not conceived as 
an art which could promote the freedom of men and women in 
the circumstances of the newly emerging technolog]cal culture. 

lnlt:t'TJfiw Artr in tJ.e TwmtieU. Crntury 

Efforts to reunite design with the arts of making began in the 
nineteenth century, when Ruskin, Morris, and others attempted 
to eltvate the status of craft production as an alternative to mass 
production by machines. Howevtr, the most significant efforts to 
rejoin design and making came with the cultural and philosophic 
revolution .at the beginning of thr: twentieth century. The origins 
of design are reasonably traced to the r:arly decades ofthe twen
tieth century because it was in this period that individuals began 
to formulate new disciplines of design thinking that would com
bine theoretical knowledge with practical action for new produc
tive purposes.•• 

Walter Gr()pius was among the first to recognize in design a 
new liberal art of technological culture. In the wake of the First 
World War, he realized that he had a responsibility to train a new 
generation of architects who could help to overcome the disas
tr()U$ gulf which had emerged betwer:n idealism and reality. The 
basis <lf that training would be a '"modern architectonic art .. of 
design. 

Thw the Bauhaw w.;s inaugurated in 1919 with the specific 
objec:t of realirin-g a: modem ard:titeeEe-AK:-vt. .wlaich like human 
n.aturt was mrantto be all-embracing in its scope. h deliberately 
concentrated primarily on what has now btcome a work of im
~rative wgcncy-averting mankind's enslavemtnt by the ma
chine by saving tht mass-product and the home from mechanical 
anarchy and by restoring them to purpose, sense and life. This 
means evoi'Ving goods and buildings specifically duigncd for in
dustrial production. Our object was to eliminate the: drawbacks of 
the machine without sacrificing any oncofits real ad 'Vantages. W~ 
aimed at realizing standards of excellence, not cre2ting transcient 
no'Vclties . E.Jt~rimcnt once more became the center of architec
ture, and that d~mands a broad, coordinating mind, not thenar
row specialist.1' 

The ground of the new a.rt of design was not to be found in the 
principles of idealism , materialism , or "art for art•s sake ... zo It 
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was to be found in human character and in the essential unity 
of all forms of making in the circumstances of a new cultural en
vironment strongly influenced by engineering, technology, and 
commerce.21 

What the Bauhaus preached in practice was the common citi
zenship of all forms of creative work, and their logical inter
dependence on one another in the modern world. Our guiding 
principle was that design is neither an intellectual nor a material 
affair, but simply an integral part of the stuff of life, necessary for 
everyone in a civilized society. Our ambition was to rouse the cre
ative artist from his other-worldliness and to reintegrate him into 
the workaday world of realities and, at the same time, to broaden 
and humanize the rigid, almost exclusively material mind of the 
businessman. Our conception of the basic unity of all design in 
relation to life was in diametric opposition to that of•art for art's 
sake" and the much more dangerous philosophy it sprang from, 
business as an end in itseJf.22 

However, the significance of the new architectonic art of de
sign lay precisely in encouraging the cultivation of alternative and 
often conflicting principles as hypotheses for making. Gropius 
did not claim that the new art of design provided an ultimate so
lution to the problems of industrialized society. What he claimed 
was that it revitalized design thinking by initiating a new path of 

· experimentation and pluralistic expleratien greunded ia .art and 
human character. Aside from the broad principle that an archi
tectonic art of design connected the arts, the path or discipline 
presented by Gropius did not presuppose or require any particu
lar principles of art. Rather, it was a way to explore a variety of 
principles in order to discover their potential consequences for 
making and practical life: "Modern painting, breaking through 
old conventions, has released countless suggestions which are still 
waiting to be used by the practical world. But when, in the future, 
artists who sense new creative values have had practical training 
in the industrial world, they will themselves possess the means for 
realizing those values immediately. They will compel industry to 
serve their idea and industry will seek out and utilize their com
prehensive training."23 

It is easy to confuse the idea of design that gave purpose to the 
Bauhaus with the separate directions in which it was developed 
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by me: faculty 1n the short period of the school's instilutional e:t
istenc:e. Gropius, Moho1~-Nagy. Klee. Kandinsky, .md others de
Yeloped individua~ visions that favored one or another principle 
of making. Bu11o substitute particular visions and consequent re
sults for the concept of a new discipline of design thinking misses 
the poinl of the liberal art 1hat Gropius sought to establish. The 
goal was to provide a concrete connection between artistic: explo
ration and practical action, where artists could learn how their 
conceptions of art might be carried forward as experiments in 
shaping the broad domain of the artificial in human experience, 
extending befond tradiaional forms of artistic expression into 
making in all phases of life, supported by new techn<:>logies and 
advances in science. 

lnterpreted in its weakest form, this is "aesthetic" exploration 
in the reductiwe sense of the term, leading toward decoratjon and 
scyling that appeals only to the senses.24 However, interpreted in 
the strongest sense. it is ''artistic:" exploration in the sense that 
Dewey speaks of arl • .as the:: quality of unity and satisfaction be
longing to any experience::, whether the experience is primarily 
intellectual, practical, or aesthetic. Art should not be something 
outside of experience or segregated to a small area of experience. 
It is experience in its most vital and essential form.2' Mechaniza
tion has tended to diminish the human qualities developed in all 
phases of life, but the new art of design sought by the- Bauhaus 
off~ red a way to discover and ex~ss ~uma!!__qualities and values, 
to make them an integral part of the human-made environment. 

The most important practical criticisms of the Bauhaus do not 
concern ias effort to establish a new architectonic art of design 
thinking. Ramer, mey concern what the nature of that art should 
be. Evidence for this is that subsequent discussion turned toward 
the proper methodology of design. Unfortunately, '"methodol
ogy" was interprelcd in its narrow form as s~cialized tedmiq~s 
or metnodJ rather than in its architectonic form as synnru~tic di.J
ciplineJ of integratiw U.inJcing, within which diverse techniques 
and methods are gi11en direction and purpose.16 The proper ques
tion should have been. what is for~thought in the new circum
slances oftwenlieth-century culture? The leaders of the Bauhaus 
expressed a new attitude toward making that was consistent with 
the cultural and philosophic revolution that began in the:: early 
days of the twentieth century. Indeed, the Bauhaus was part of 
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that revolution precisely because of its effort to establish a new 
architectonic art of design grounded in character and making. 
However, the Bauhaus did not fully develop the new disciplines 
of design thinking. It left the architectonic art of design with 
open-ended possibilities that required further concrete develop
ment in order to be effective. It is no surprise, therefore, that the 
issue for debate in evaluating the contribution of the Bauhaus 
soon became whether it succeeded in providing the necessary 
intellectual tools for integrating the arts of making with knowl
edge gained from the natural and social sciences, and whether it 
succeeded in integrating design thinking with industry and the 
world of practical action. 

The Bauhaus opened paths in these directions, but it lacked 
instrumentalities of forethought essential for further exploration 
and development-instrumentalities that were required to com
plete the revolution in attitude and direction of thinking that it 
helped to initiate. Forethought at the Bauhaus derived its strength 
from the creative imagination of artists. And, despite debunking 
by critics, the leaders of the Bauhaus went to a correct source, be
cause all making is, in essence, an artistic, not merely an aesthetic, 
activity.27 But the thought that must stand behind making in the 
new circumstances that have emerged in the twentieth century 
was only partly grasped in the vision and preparation of artists 
that existed at the Bauhaus. When Gropius spoke of the "com pre-

..... _ __hensive trainin&~ of the new artist, it was more ll,g C:~t:'~~~JQ~ of 
optimism about future possibilities than accurate reporting a bout 
the reality of the Bauhaus program. 

Considering the relation between rhetoric and making, which 
has been an ongoing source of innovation in Western culture, it is 
reasonable to suggest that what the Bauhaus lacked was a revo
lutionary vision of rhetoric to match its revolutionary vision of 
making. This would be rhetoric as a broad intellectual discipline, 
expanded from an art productive of words and verbal arguments 
to an art of conceiving and planning all of the types of products 
that human beings are capable of making. Without such a disci
pline for integrating design and making with science and practi
cal action, the accomplishments of the Bauhaus were necessarily 
limited. Thus, design may have had its origin at the beginning of 
the twentieth century, but it required further development appro
priate to the new circumstances of culture. 
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Moholy-Nagy took an important step in this direction when he 
established the New Bauhaus in Chicago in 1937. As part of the 
new program, he invited a philosopher from the University of 
Chicago, Charles W. Morris, to design a component of the c~r
riculum suited to prepare students with a broader understandtng 
of tbe relations among art, science, and technology that the school 
was attempting to explore in practice.~• Mo_rris a~ce_pted_ the chal
Lenge with enthusiasm and promptly recru1ted dt~tlngulSh_ed col
leagues from the university to assist. The resultmg c~rnc~lum 
followed the pattern of general education at the Umvers1ty of 
Chicago, with courses in the subject ma.tter ~nd methods of the 
physical and biological sciences, the socaal scaences, a~d the hu
manities, as wdl as two interdisciplinary courses: "antellectual 
and cultural history," and "intellectuallntegration."29 

Morris taught the course in intellectual i.ntegration, using _the 
uncorrect~d galley proof of his Foundtttiom of th~ Th~ry of Stgns 
as a background reading. His goal was to use "the theory of 
signs and the results of the unity of science -~ov~ment to ob
tain a phikosophical perspective on human actmty, and th~re~y 
broaden the understanding of design students who were acuve m 
the workshops and studios of the school.~ U~fortun~tely, t~is 
experiment was cut short because of financaal dtfficulues, whach 
forced the school to close for a short period. When it reopened, 
Morris and his colleagues continued to teach for a short time 
wi_th.o1Jt compensation, but there is little documentatio_n to sug
gest that the venture in 1nte1lectuallnti:iration reached_mpoten
tiaL Nonetheless, Moholy-Nagy viewed such explorauons as an 
essential part of the new liberal.art of ~e~ign ~~at ~e soug~t ~~ 
develop and that he describ<!d tn deta1l an Vuton m. Mot~on. 
Relying on the contingent of professors from the_ Umversaty_of 
Chicago to teach subject matters and methods of antellectual an
tegrat1on, he viewed the o11erall program of.the Ne~ Bauhaus as 
a further integration in the activity of makang. Thts was a c~n
crete development of the original Bauhaus idea, alth~ugh the stg
nifi.cance of the innovation has passed largely unnouced because 
it lasted only a short time and few results were immediately 

e11ident. 
Without a Bauhausler at once sensiti\'e to the connection be-

tween design and makin~ and prepared to explore new disci
plines of forethought, further de'<'elopment of the Bauhaus idea 



was difficult, if not impossible. This is illustrated in the fate of 
the Hochschule fUr Gcstaltung (HfG) Ulm, widely regarded as 
the most important and influential school of design since World 
W~r !1. Founded in 1953 by Max Bill and others to promote the 
P.nncapl~ of the Bauhaus, HfO Ulm was soon racked by irrccon
calable dafferences between Bill and those among the staff who 
w~nted to pursue new methods suited to the needs of industry. 
Ball, an alumnus of the Bauhaus, resigned after a short time, suc
ceeded by his deputy, Tomis Maldonado, who encouraged the 
development of scientific planning more deeply informed with 
mathematics and analytical techniques. 

The differences between Bill and his colleagues are usually de
scribed as methodological, but they were far more. The combined 
influence of the Frankfurt School and the Vienna Circle on Mal
donado and his colleagues helps to explain the unusual and at 
times, explosive contradictions that formed the atmospher; at 
HfG Ulm, representing a shift away from the principles of an in
tegrative discipline of design sought by Bill and the leaders of the 
Bauhaus. The contrast of principles is evident in the confidence 
displayed by Maldonado that HfG Ulm could tell the world what 
forms should and should not be created to serve social goals. "The 
HfG we arc building in Ulm intends to redefine the terms of the 
new culture. Unlike Moholy-Nagy in Chicago, it does not merely 
want to form men who would be able to create and express them-

- ~lve~. The school at Ulll! _ •.. wam_s. to indicate what. the .$0cial 
gOal otthis creativity should be; in other words, which forms de
serve to be created and which do not.''lZ While the Bauhaus based 
its work on a belief in the essential freedom ofindividual human 
character in a society and culture influenced by industrialization, 
Maldonado viewed industry itself as the central agency shaping 
culture. Indeed, for Maldonado industry was culture. 

Ulm was based on one basic idea, which we all shared in spite of 
disagreeing on absolutely everything else: the idea that industry is 
culture, and that there exists the possibility (and also the necessity) 
of an industrial culture .... At that time I was particularly recep
tive to some of the thinking of the Frankfurt School. Although 
my own cultural orientation was strongly marked at that time by 
Neopositivism (I was eagerly readi~g Carnap, Neurath, Schlick, 
Morris, Wittgenstein, Reichenback, etc.), the presence of Adorno 
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in Frankfurt represented for me, as it were, a contradictory intcl· 

lectual stimulation.33 

41 

Focus on methodology was a way of introducing a collection of 
scientific methods and techniques into design. It promoted the 
idea of a new science of design, grounded in neopositivist and em
piricist philosophy~ which. S<Jme in th.e theoretical wing of HfG 
Ulm perhaps naively believed could be harnessed to serve a par
ticular social, political, and intellectual agenda. 

Wh;t must be remembered is not only the limitless curiosity 
that woe had in those ye;rs :~boutan)'thing that was-or soeaned
new. That was; fc'leri~h, insatiable: curiosity directed abo'fe all at 

. the new di~ciplines that were then corning up: cybernetics, infor
mation theory, systems theory, semiotics, ergonomics. But our 
curiosity went further than this: it also extended, in no sm;ll mea· 
sure, to established disciplines such as the philosophy of $Cience 
and mathe-matical logic. 

The mainspring of all our curiosity, or ruding, and CHLr theo-
retical work was ourdeterrnin.ation to find a solid methodological 
basis for the work of design. 

This was a highly ambitious undertaking, admittedly: we 
were SC(:king to force through, in the field of design. a transfor
mation equi11;.lent to the proce~s by which chemistry emerged 

from alchemy.~ 

However;, the rmrlt of the wor-k at-HfG-Ulm -W» -~ a -DCW

integratiwe science of de$ign, but a further ex.plorat~on of ~e re
lation between design and the natural and behavtoraJ scacnccs 
begun at the Bauhaus and continued at the New Bauhaus.

1
' Fur

thermore, without the humanistic orientation of the Bauhaus, 
th.e tendency at HfG Ulm was toward specialization, somewhat 
along the lines dew eloped by Hannes Meyer in the closing days of 
the Eauhaus,30 involving a belief in the ability of experts to en
gineer socially acceptable results through industry.17 HfG Ulm 
should not be credited with initiating the .. design methods move
ment" or the effort to find a neopositivist science of design think
ing. It was a meeting ground for individuals from ar~und the 
world who held such intertsts. It was a place where destgn edu
cators could experiment with potentially useful techniques gen· 
erally invented elsewhere. 
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However, neopositivism and empiricism are not inherently op
posed to the concept of an integrative liberal art of design. This is 
evident in one of the most important works of design theory in 
the twentieth century, Herbert Simon's The Sciences ofU.e Artifi
cial. The problem addressed by Simon is the relation between the 
necessary in natural phenomena and the contingent features of the 
human-made: "The contingency of artificial phenomena has al
ways created doubts as to whether they fall properly within the 
compass of science. Sometimes these doubts arc directed at the 
teleological character of artificial systems and the consequent dif
ficulty of disentangling prescription from description. This seems 
to me not to be the real difficulty. The genuine problem is to show 
how empirical propositions can be made at all about systems that, 
given different circumstances, might be quite other than they 
are."

38 
His insight was not the reduction of design to any one of 

the established theoretical sciences-as appears to have been the 
goal at HfG Ulm. Rather, it was a recognition of the theoretical 
substance of design distinct from the substance of its supporting 
sciences. The result was the discovery of a new kind of science, 
radically distinct from the sciences of nature. 

Finally, I thought I began to sec in the problem of artificiality 
an explanation of the difficulty that has been experienced in filling 
engineering and other professions with empirical and theoretical 
substance distinct from the substance of their suppOrting sciences. 
Engineea ing, medicine, business, atchlteeturc, ana painting are 
concerned not with the necessary but with the contingent-not 
with how things are but with how they might be-in short, with 
design. The possibility of creating a science or sciences of design 
is exactly as great as the possibility of creating any science of the 
artificial. The two possibilities stand or fall together.39 

The problem identified by Simon is surprisingly similar to the 
problems discussed by Aristotle in the first chapter of the Rnetoric 
and in the first chapter of the Poetics: how human beings reason 
and reach decisions about matters which may be other than they 
are, and how the artificial or human-made is different from, but 
related to, the natural.40 Simon's proposed solution is a science of 
design, with features that are both rhetorical-an emphasis on 
deliberation and decision making-and poetic, in the sense that 
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all products made by human beings are subj~t. to analysi~ an~ 
understanding based on the nature of the actiVIty of makt~g. 
Like the leaders of the Bauhaus, Simon is not concerned wJt.h a 
trenchant Renaissance distinction between the fine and pracbcal 
arts. He is interested in the elements of forethought operating be
hind all arts of making. 

The real subjects of the- new intellectual free trade among the 
many cultures are our own thought processes, o~r proc_esses of 
jw:Jgi,g. ~ciding. dtootir~g, and cr~ting. We are 1m~rt1ng and 
uporting from one intelle-ctual discipline to a~other 1dus ~bout 
how a serially org;niud information-processmg system hke a 
human being-or a computer, or a complex of men and women 
and computers in organi2ed cooperation-solves pr~blc-ms and 
achieve' goa:b in outer environments of great complex•CJ-

The proper study of mankind has been said to be m.an. But 
I have a.rr;u.ed that 1112n-at least the intellective com~nent ~f 
man-ma.~ be relatively simple, that most of the complexltyofh•s 
behavior may be drawn from man's environment, from man's 
search for good designs. If [ have made my case, then we -can con
clude that, in lar,gc part, the proper study of mankind is theKience 
of design, not only .as a professional component of a techniul edu
c.ation but as a core discipline for every liberally educated person. 42 

The basis for the integration that Simon seeks for d~i~n .is ~he 
-llC-W discipline of decis.ion m ak i og, and he cxploru..this. dtKtplme 
in the conteKt of neopositivist and empiricist philosophy. How
ever, the particular philosophic orientation of Simon's . .app.roach 
should not distract from appreciation of the broader cbrectton of 
design thinking toward which he points. Simon is investigating 
the themes and arts of rhetoric in their relation to new arts of 
making. 

RJ.eJorie o rui tA~ N~w T~dmoiogies of ~sign ThinJr..ing 

The effort to establish a new liberal art of design at the Bauhaus 
has given way to a search for a plurality of design arts w~ic.h ~n 
provide suitable instrumentalities of forethought ~or a dt~tphne 
which increasingly requires the incorporation of dtverse ktn~s of 
knowledge. Since the search is still under~ay and no conventt~ns 
of terminology, description, or formulatton have emerged wtth 
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clarity, the precise nature of these aru remains unc:eruin and open 
to debate. Yet, central themes are evident throughout contempo
rary explorations of design and reflections on design practice, and 
the roots of those themes in rhetoric and poetics is an indication 
of the shape that the new integrative disciplines of design think
ing may eventually take. 

When Herbert Simon refers to the thought processes of creat
ing, judging, deciding, and choosing as the real subjects of the 
new intellectual free trade among cultures and disciplines, he is 
giving new voice to the traditional arts and themes of rhetoric. 
However, the foundation of these processes of forethought in the 
disciplines of rhetoric is not yet widely recognized or understood. 
Rhetoric is still perceived by many people in its Renaissance ori
entation toward poetry, belles lettres, and beaux arts, rather than 
in its twentieth-century orientation toward technology as the new 
science of art, where theory is integrated with practice for pro
ductive purposes and where art is no longer confined to an exclu
sive domain of fine art but extends to all forms of making. None
theless, the themes of rhetoric have emerged in twentieth-century 
design precisely because they provide the integrative connections 
that are needed in an age of technology. 

The pattern of rhetoric in twentieth-century design builds on 
distinctions which were established early in the formation of rhe
torical theory and developed to meet changing circumstances. [n 

--~!!!~!~_riods __ o_f_~estern cultureL~hen -~betoric;: _ .w~~- QJi~ntoe:d _ 
towar<rWords and verbal arguments, the traditional divisions of 
rhetoric were invmtirm, jlltigment, tlisposition (planning the se
quence of argument), d~liwry (choosing the appropriate vehicle 
for presenting arguments to different audiences), and eXf'".rtion 
(choosing the appropriate stylistic embodiment of arguments). In 
the expanded rhetoric of Francis Bacon, who sought to overcome 
the separation between words and things in order to explore sci
ence and technology, the traditional divisions of rhetoric survived 
in the groundplan for the advancement of learning and in the 
four intellectual arts needed to carry out that advancement: the 
arts of invmtirm, jutigmmt, custotiy, and traditirm. Significantly, 
the fifth division of rhetoric, expression, did not disappear. It was 
distributed by Bacon among the four intellectual arts, integrated 
into the larger task of intellectual exploration in each area. 

In the new rhetoric of twentieth-century design and tech-
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Figure 3. Mauix of abilities ;nd di:sciplines i11 design 

nology, where the effort is also to overcome the Stparation be
tween words and things. the traditional div]sions of rhetoric: have 
em~rged once apin to giv~ coherence to inquiry. The: investiga
tion of des~gt\ in theory andprac~icc: cc:n~~r~_~roun_d four t~emes, 
which may be stated bri~Ry and ambiguously as invmtion ani/ 
rommunicati012, juJgrnmt arui romtrr.lctitm, tkcisirm 1'114king and 
;trategi~ planning, and evafuaJion 11nd l)'ttemic inugraJzan. These 
themes may be represented in the form of a matrix in order to 
suggest issues and problems that stand behind the shifting debate 
about design in the past seventy years {fig. J). 

In this framework, the fifth division of rhetoric, aprmirm and 
;tyling, emerges as a persistent issue in eac:h of the disciplines. 
Few designers arc: cont~nt to describe their work as mere styling. 
Yet, most recognize that the appearance and expressive: quality 
of products is critically important not only in marketing but in 
the substantive contribution of design to daily living. The prob
lem is how to accommodate sensitivity to expression with the 
intellectual and analytical issues belonging to communication, 
construction, strategic planning, and systemic integration. The 
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neopositivist approach is to distinguish sharply between emotion 
and cognition, leaving expression as something emotive, irra
tional, intuitive, and noncognitive. However, in the context of 
a rhetorical approach, the expressive appearance or styling of a 
product carries a deeper argument about the nature of the prod
uct and its role in practical action and social life. Expression 
docs not clothe design thinking; it is design thinking in its most 
immediate manifestation, providing the integrative aesthetic e"
perience which incorporates the array of technical decisions con
tained in any product. 

The disciplines or arts of design have their counterparts in the 
intellectual virtues of designers. Designers should be (1) curi()us 
and inventive beyond the bounds of specialization in addressing 
design problems; (2) able to judge which of their inventions are 
and which are not viable constructs in particular circumstances 
and under given conditions; (3) able to participate with others, in
cluding technical specialists from many fields, in decision-making 
processes which develop products from conception to production, 
distribution, disposal, and recycling; (4) able to evaluate the ob
jective worth of products in terms of the needs of manufacturers, 
individual users, and society at large; and (5) able to embody ideas 
in appropriately expressive forms throughout the process of con
ception and planning. The disciplines of design are mabkd by the 
rhetorical abilities of designers. 

Desig~_~as be~~me a~-~!! ~~~-~li~rationess~n-~i_al (ot: maki n_g 
in all pnases Ofliuman activity. It applies to the making oft heor i es 
which attempt to explain the natural operations of the W()rld. It 
applies to making policies and institutions which may guide prac
tical action, as in a constitution for a newly emerging state or in 
political, social, and economic institutions relevant to new cir
cumstances. And, it applies to making all of the objects in the do
main of production that the Renaissance arbitrarily divided into 
belles lettres, beaux arts, and the practical arts. Deliberation in de
sign yields arguments: the plans, proposals, sketches, models, and 
prototypes which are presented by designers as the basis for un
derstanding, practical action, or production. Design is the art of 
shaping arguments about the artificial or human-made world, ar
guments which may be carried forward in the concrete activities 
of production in each of these areas, with objective results ulti
mately judged by individuals, groups, and society. 
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Expanding the Discipline of Design 

Three other perspectives have als() exerted _strong influence on the 
formation of design thinking in the twentteth _ce?t~r)'· Howe~er, 
they have shifted attention away from the dtsetpbne of dest~, 
toward different types of p~ilosophic or cultural content. Th1s 
has sometimes led to new characterizations of th~_mcth~ of de
signing that are more closely aligned with polatacs, ~cnc~, or 
dialectic. NonetheleS$, the discipline has expanded quat~ eastly to 
accommodate such interests, demonstrating the po:ent_Lal of de
sign to adapt to different rhetorical purposes and obJccttvcs. 

P"wt1' 14 C"nJroJ N«tur~and !Mfi~c-~ Socitzf Lift 
When the origins of design are trace~ to_ t~e [ndustrial Revol~
tion, the principle lies in the power of tndtvtduals to contro_l th~tr 
surroundings, satisfy needs and desires, and influence soc1al hfe 
through mechanizati()n and technology. For example, J~h~ Hes
kett begins his hist()ry of industrial design with a descnpu_on of 
the quantitative and qualitative change that has taken place tn the 

Last two hundred years. 

[n tb.e ]aSI two c:cnturies, human power to conuol and shape 
the ~urroundings we inhabit ha' been continuously augmented, to 
the eiCtent that Lt ~~;,become; truism to speak of a man-made 
world. The instrument of thi~ transformation has been mec~a
niz.ced industry, and' !rom its w~rlcshop·nnd factoria • s':"'elhAg 
Aood of artefacts and mechanisms has poured out to sausfy the 
n~d~ and desires of an ever-greater proportion of thee world's 
population. The cb.angc has not only been quanti~tive, b~t has 
also radic:.ally altered the qualitative nature of the laFce we hvc, or 

aspire to live.H 

For writers such as Heskett, t~e origins of design ~re be~t 
traced to the Industrial Revolution, because it was dunng thts 
period that the powc:r to invent and s~ape us~f~l. producu ~as 
distingui.shed from the laborious phys1cal actl~tttes ~f makt~g 
them. Prior to this period, design was clo~Ly a~aated w1th 
craft methods of production, and the: crafts, tn the_tr most refi_ned 
forms were instruments to satisfy the desire of prances and ktngs 
for lu

1

xury. With the ad~ent of new techniques for ~ass ~ro
duction,-design became an instrument of merchant pnnces tn a 
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new world of technological capabilities, economic competition 
~litical and social ideas, and masses of consumers from all so~ 
eta) classes. Design and designers came into existence within 
the com~titive organization of production, distribution, and 
consumption. 

~rom this pe.rspective, design is an instrument of power.+~ 
I~ ts th~ art of 10venting and shaping two-, three-, and four
du~enstonal forms th~t are intended to satisfy needs, wants, and 
~estres, thereby effect10g changes in the attitudes, beliefs, and ac
ttons of o~he~. Of course, after two hundred years of develop
m~nt, destgn ts no longer the exclusive instrument of merchant 
prt~ces. Yet, it is still significantly dependent on the interests of 
~ust~esses and corporations, making products that are com~ti
ttve 10 the global marketplace. The competitive environment of 
business provides the framework for understanding the diverse 
roles of professional designers today. Some work within corporate 
structures; some work outside, in design consultancies· and some 
~ork alone, wi.th ev~n greater independence, serving' their own 
10terests, work10g With only marginal concern for the interests 
of corporations, content with personal satisfaction in small-scale 
work or quietly seeking to bypass corporate intermediaries in or
der to serve the long-term interests of the general public.~~ In
deed, one aspect of the qualitative change in culture that has 
f~ll~wed the Industrial ~evolution is the widening range of in-
.div.iduals. wbo may eJEereaae the po.wer ofdesigrr; · - · · 
. -From the perspective of design as power, a variety of tradi

tional themes. in design ~istory ~nd theory take on special signifi
can~e. ~n ObJ.«ts of D~nre, Adrtan Forty emphasizes the role of 
~es1gn 10 SOCiety. He argues that excessive concentration on de
~lgn as a~ a~ of making things beautiful has severed design from 
~tsfunctlon 10 making profit and in transmitting ideas. In effect, 
It has o~scured the fact that design came into being at a particu
lar st~ge m ~he hist?ry of capitalism and played a vital part in the 
c.r~atton of mdustnal wealth. Limiting it to a purely artistic ac
ttvtty has made it seem trivial and relegated it to the status of a 
m~re cultural appendix." 46 For Forty, design is indeed concerned 
With the look of things, but the look of things is more than a mat
ter of pure, idealized beauty: "Those who complain aoout the 
e~ects of television, journalism, advertising and fiction on our 
m10ds remain oblivious to the similar influence of design. Far 
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from being a neutral, inoffensive artistic activity, design, by its 
very nature, has more enduring effects than the ephemeral prod
ucts of the media because it can cast ideas about who we are and 
how we should behave into permanent and tangible form."•7 

Forty argues that design iuhe preparation of instructions for the 
production of manufactured goods. However, these instructions 
include more than information about formal shapes. They inevi
tably include an expression of id~s or myths about the world in 
which we live. "'Every product, to be successful, must incorporate 
the ideas that wiLL make it marketable, and the particular task of 
design l$ to bring about the conjunction between such ideas and 
the available means of production. The results of this process is 
that manufactured good$ embody innumerable myths .about the 
world which in time come to seem as real as the products in which 
they are embedded.+! 

Throughout his work, Forty seeks to establish a better under
standing of the balance that exi$tS among various influences on 
the design process. On the one hand, he warns against excessive 
emphasis on the creative power of the individual professional de
signer, observing that the entrepreneur's finalsdection among al
ternative design proposals i$ just as important a design decision as 
any decision made bJ the formally designated designer.'9 On the 
other hand, he warns against excessive emphasis on .. extremely 
general dominating ideas" at the social or cultural level. This is a 
cfe.a.r erit1eism .&f dialectK:iam -wOO -~-to tuce-thc .si.gni6.
cance of design to broad cultural ideas grounded in the spirit of 
the time, without adequate recognition of the diversity of specific 
ideas held by designers and entrepreneurs or of the variety of 
desires operating among Lndividuals and groups within society 
at any moment in history. so Design is part of a social process in 
which there are professional designers and m.any others who are 
not formally described as designers but who make design deci
s;ions-whether in the process of product development. manufac
turing ,_or dimibution and consumption . 

MaJniaJ Conditions and tkJJMtic Appeal 

When the origins of design arc traced to the creation of images 
and objects by primitive human beings, the principle lies in the 
material conditions of life. The origins of design in prehistory 
will never be fully understood because the surviving evidence is 
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fragmentary. Nonetheless, based on images and objecb which 
have survived, the broad outlines of an account are possible, 
throwing light on the problems of design in the twentieth cen
tury. The earliest examples of design are tools, images drawn on 
cave walls, and ornamental objecb with images drawn on bone or 
other materials. These objects reveal rudimentary technical skills 
in shaping materials into weful forms and, at the same time, an 
added psychological factor: aesthetic delight in the sensuowness 
of materials, patterns, and forms. The development of design 
throughout prehistory and recorded history is an elaboration of 
the technical and aesthetic considerations which have contributed 
to a satisfying physical and emotional life for mankind." 

Characteristic of this approach, human life is seen as progres
sively complicated by a hierarchy of needs, ascending from the 
physical and biological, to the emotional and psychological, to the 
spiritual-the most refined of the emotional needs of the human 
animal. 52 Design is the natural ability of human beings to shape 
and use materials to satisfy all of these needs. 53 However, design 
is partly rational and cognitive, and partly irrational, emotive, in
tuitive, and noncognitive. It is rational to the extent that there is 
conscious understanding of the laws of nature; it is irrational to 
the extent that the sciences have not yet succeeded in revealing the 
laws of complex phenomena. Indeed, there is reason to believe 
that design will always retain an irrational or intuitive compo-

··&eat, beausc tbcr:e ate properties of materials 3ndJQ.~_ that_ p;,s
sess aesthetic and spiritual appeal for which no scientific expla
nation seems possible. However, this is not a confirmation of the 
existence of a transcendental realm, since the spiritual is regarded 
by the materialist merely as a complex emotional state of mind. 

There are three basic elements that contribute to the develop
ment of design in the contemporary world. The first element is 
the technique or technology of craft production, supported by a 
gradual accumulation of scientific understanding of the uncle rly
ing principles of nature that guide construction. 54 This has led to 
the technology of machines, mass production, and computers. In
deed, engineering, with its reliance on natural science and mathe
matics, is the basic form of design for the materialist. 55 The second 
element is our understanding of the psychological, social, and cul
tural needs that condition the use of products.56 (Practical me
chanics and engineering may provide the fundamental example 
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of design, but industrial designers arc quick to argue that they 
have special expertise in addressing the behavioral consi<lerations 
that are associate<! with producu.) The third element is awareness 
of the aesthetic appeal of forms. This sometimes leads to proposals 
for a "science of art" which grows out of perceptual psychology 
and other branches of social science. 57 

The treatment of aesthetics from this perspective may be illus
trated by Herbert Read, whose book Art and !ndratry was a stan
dard te~t in many design schools in the United States and Britain 
and served as an exceptionally influential introductory work on 
design for general rea<lers.'! Although Read is associated with 
the Bauhaus movement, and was a friend and strong supporter of 
Moholy-Nagy. his book represents a different philosophic orien
tation that deserves c..reful consideration.19 Relying on similar 
themes and many of the same commonplaces of design history as 
told by Moholy-Nag)', he tells a subtly different story about the 
history of design and introduces a different thread into the his
tor~ of the Bauhaus and into design thinking in the twentieth 
century. 50 

For Read. the problem Df design in the twentieth century is 
precisely the consequence of developments that have followed 
in the linear progression of history through advances in the 
technotog)' of production an<l efforts to add aesthetic: value to 
products. 

For me>re than a hundred years a-n-attempt has been made to im
pose on the products of machinery aesthetic: values which are not 
only irrdevant, but generally costly and hacmful to efficiency. 
Those aesthetic walues were associated wirh the prC\'iowly pre
vailing handicraft methods of production, but they were notes
sential ewen to these. Actually they were the superficial styles and 
mannerisms of the Renaissance tradition of ornament. Ne~erthe
less, the products of machinery were at first judged by the stan
dards of this tradition, and though there hawe ~n auempts, no
tably the one led by Ruskin and Morris, to return to the more 
fundamental aspects of handicraft-that i$ to say, to the forms 
underlying ornament-yet the problem in its essentials remains 
unresolved. For the real problem is not to adapt machine produc
tion to the aesthetic standards ofhandic:raft, burro think out new 
aesthetic standards for new methods of production.61 
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The method proposed by Read to· address this problem indi
cates a sharp reversal of the dialectician's concern for spirit and 
culture. Instead of seeking an explanation for design in the uni
fying ideas of a particular cultural epoch, he seeks to strip away 
cultural irrelevancies and reduce design to its essential elements 
in art and industrial production. 

[W)hat is required as a preliminary to any practical solution of 
the division existing between art and industry is a clear under
standing, not only of the processes of modern production, but 
also of the nature of art. Not until we have reduced the work of 
art to its essentials, stripped it of all the irrelevancies imposed on 
it by a particular culture or civilization, can we see any solution 
of the problem. The first step, therefore, is to define art; the sec
ond is to estimate the capacity of the machine to produce works 

of art.62 

This involves a twofold use of reasoning that leads to a ... science 
of art" that is coordinate with the natural sciences: first, a decom
position to fundamental parts, elements, or essentials; second, a 
subsequent construction of understanding by the progressive ad
dition of the complicating factors that eventually yield an ap
proximation of the complexity that is possible in design. 

The work of art is shown to be essentially formal; it is the sha p
i~!J of material into forms which have a sensuous or i nteUcctua I 

- ~pp;al to tt;; ~;~~~g~ -human. bcing: To-aebric the nature and op
eration of this appeal is not an easy task, but it must be · faced by 
anyone who wishes to see a permanent solution of the problem 
that concerns us. 

The problem, that is to say, is in the first place a logical or di
alectical one. It is the definition of the normal or universal ele
ments in art. 

It is then complicated by the purposes which the objects we arc 
shaping have to serve. That is to say, we arc concerned, not with 
the works of art whose only purpose is to please the senses or in
tellect, but with works of art which must in addition perform a 
utilitarian function.63 

The result is recognition of a type of art which is abstract or non
figurative, with "no concern beyond making objects whose plastic 
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form appeals to the aesthetic sensibility." Furthermore, the nature 
of this appeal may be either rational or intuitional-the former 
obeying rules of symmetry and proportion, the latter appealing to 
"some obscurer unconscious faculty."~ "We must recognize the 
abstract nature of the essential clement in art, and as a conse
quence, we must recognize that design isa function of the abstract 
art ist. The abstract artist (who may often be identical with the en
gineer or the technician) must be given a place in all industries in 
which he is not already established, and his decisions on all ques
tions of d<:s ig n must be final." ~~ Designers construct objects to sat
isfy fundamental human needs that are susceptible to some level 
of scientific or engineering analysis.66 However, the constructions 
are inevitably complicated by arbitrary factors of taste and pref
erence which the designer is often abl<: to address only by emo
tional sensitivity and intuitive understanding. Design is based on 
science, but it extends its reach in addressing emotional needs 
through ; esthetics. 

Spin"~Wi Lift: Htlkrli.sm anJ H~brai<irm in Dt-.ri"gn 

There is a persistent thread of spirituality in twentieth-century art 
and design which has never found an adequately articulate voice 
in modern design theory. This is disappointing. because the wide
spread discontent with. the fruits of science, technology, and busi
ness cannot be easily dismissed. Judg<:d by the ideals of Western 
and Eastern cultures, the obsessive materialism, injustice, war
fare , environmental degradation~- an-cfTiifiumanlty of the pait 
century of progress is a cruel denial of something fundamental in 
the human spirit, a betrayal of reason and conscience, of right 
thinking and right acting. bonically, th<: two great theories of de
sign in Western culture-one embedded in Hellenism, the other 
in Hebraicism-have exerted little explicit influence on the de
velopment of design thinking in the period when design is most 
witlely practiced and <.liscus~d as a cultural art.67 Yet, traces of 
these theories emerge occasionally as a reminder of a resource that 
remains available to illuminate the work of those designers who 
are not content with pragmatic design and insist that design has a 
more important role to play in promoting human well-being. 

Distinguished designer George Nelson argues that the design 
process is integrated in the principle of appropriateness, and he 
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grounds this principle in the model provided by God and natural 
order. 

Going through the entire design process, which includes the 
important collaborations all the way down the line, with materials 
people, engineers, technicians in specialized areas, and marketing 
people, the steady movement is in the direction of a solution that 
is ultimately seen, not as beautiful, but as appropriak. The creation 
of beauty cannot be the aim; beauty is one of the aspects of appro
priateness, and it still lies pretty much in the eye of the beholder, 
which makes it a by-product rather than a goal. 

There is very powerful support for this view in nature, which 
is always the best model to be followed, for God, so to speak, is 
still the best designer. People who. work with natural organisms 
at any scale, such as biologists, are invariably the expression of 
some function or other .... Everything in organic nature func
tions in relation to survival needs; we find these things beautiful, 
because as creatures of nature we are programmed to respond to 
evidence of appropriateness as an expression of beauty. For math
ematicians, and for scientists generally, words like "elegant," "ap
propriate," and "beautiful" are synonymous." 

The spiritual feature of Nelson's work is sometimes neglected by 
design critics and historians who interpret "function" in a narrow, 
mechanistic way, rather than as a connection between human be
ings, products, and th~ broader systeJ!l.9f nat!J~~ an~ _~h_e universe. 
The principle of appropriateness, regarded as a spiritual quality, 
serves to explain some features of Nelson's writings which other
wise appear paradoxical. For example, he offers harsh criticism 
of excessively narrow concepts of "functional" design; so-called 
"good" design, as judged by aesthetic standards such as those once 
promoted by Edgar Kaufmann, Jr. at the Museum of Modern 
Art; the pretensions of design for design's sake; and the equally 
pretentious idea of the designer as creator and purveyor of social 
meanings. Yet, he argues for a vision of design as communication 
and of the designer as artist. The only explanation is that he re
gards the designer as an artist in the Platonic sense, an enlight
ened practitioner seeking unity and harmony among the dispa
rate elements of every product. Indeed, he argues that products 
which internally achieve harmony and balance serve the ethical 
life of human beings, who are actively seeking their own place in 
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a unity of social experience and nature-precisely at a time when 
culture appears to be disintegrating.69 

The elements of Hellenism and Hebraicism which are bal
anced in Nelson's work-a concern for right thinking and for 
right acting, consciousness and conscience-are echoed when
ever the origins of design are traced to the creation of the universe. 
The principle lies in spiritual life and the natural order. Unfor
tunately, scholars have exercised littJe ingenuity in exploring the 
rich, complex theory of design provided by Plato in the Tima~ 
and the R~pubJic-, or in rethinking the Christian tradition repre
sented, for example, by St. Augustine.70 Until this material is re
discovered, the spiritual discontent with design and technology 
will remain inchoate. We will speak of an environmental crisis, 
when we mean a spiritual cr1:sis in the relation of human beings 
to natural order. We will be charmed by some producu and in
furiated by others, while remaining oblivious to their spiritual 
meaning. We will be mystified by the absence of an adequate cul
tural critique in design theory which is based on more than ma
terialist economics and the conflict of social classes. Finally, we 
will be puzzled by the failure of systems theory to reach beyond 
its materialist origins and explore unifying cultural ideas and 
values as the core of all systems. 

Conclusion 

The four perspectives identi:fie·d in this~ are-based on-rhe-
torical commonplaces in the study and practice of design. Each 
commonplace orients our ideas about design in a different direc
tion, opening up a broad avenue for exploration and integration. 
The purpose in identifying these perspectives is to gain a more 
adequate representation of the pluralism of twentieth-century de
sign thinking. The divers1ty of design in the contemporary world 
is less bewildering than it appears to the casual observer. Products 
embody the intentions and purposes of their makers, and there is 
an intelligible pattern in the ongoing development and applica
tion of design. The essential humanism of design lies in the fact 
that human beings determine what the subject matter, processes, 
and purposes of design shall be. These are not determined by na
ture, but by our decisions. 

In the contemporary world, design is the domain of vividly 
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competing ideas about what it means to be human. However, the 
exploration of design does not break our connection with the 
past. The central themes and commonplaces of design-power 
and control, matedalism and pleasure, spirituality, and charac
ter-reveal deep continuities with ancient philosophic traditions. 
Indeed, the pluralism of design in the twentieth century is intel
ligible because it rests on a pluralism of philosophic assumptions 
which are familiar. The exploration of design is therefore, a con
tribution to the philosophy of culture in our time. 
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M.arlteting Concept," in PAiiOXJpJiical t~nti &tlict~l Tllouglu in Mt~rkning, ed. 
A. Fua t Firat, N. Dholakia, and R. P. Bagozzi (Lexington, MA: D. C. Heath, 
1987), pp. 271-88. 

18. For a discussion of this revolution and its intluence on the emergence 
o( new di~ciplines of design, ~ee R. Buchanan, "Wicked Problems in Design 
Th inking." The rise of design in the twentieth century could be regarded as a 
co.~pletion of the Baconian project ro command nature in action, after a three
centu f'Y deiour- into the theoretic $Ciences-tO-dlSCOYeftne prtnciplcs ofnaturaJ 
procuses. For a discussion of the relations among art, science, and technology 
at 1he beginning of the twentieth century, see John Dewey, "By Nature and 
b:y Art." 

lSI. Walter Gropius, "My Conception of the Bauhaus Idea,"~ ofTotlll 
Arc!Jit«Jwt (New York: Collier Books, 1962), pp. 19-20. 

20. For Aristotle, art for art's sake would be unintelligible and dangerous. It 
would be: a vice, representin~ e:xce5si,·e preoccupation with one or another plea· 
>t H e without the hal:111ce of moral and intdlectu:~l virtues found in wdJ.formed 
character . Art is not an end in itself but serve5 human beings as a means for 
5upplying what nature provides only by chance. In the variety ofiu forms, art is 
dircc1ed toward the range offunctions which the human being must perform in 
order to sustain life and furthe r the well-being of the individual and community 
in a complex environment. There i5 a sense in which art possesses autonomy and 
integrity as an expression of the ~oul of the artist and the object of imitation. but 
"art for art 's sake" is the formula of power without responsibility. It is the basis 
of sophistry. 
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21. Criticism of the Bauhaus has become quite fashionable in recent decades. 
However, the criticism comes from individuals who hold precisely the prin
ciples rejected in Bauhaus writings. The most paradoxical criticism comes from 
idealists: some complain about an overemphasis on art (beauty detached from 
rational function), while others complain about an overemphasis on the practical 
arts (to the detriment of the spiritual aspect of fine art). In contrast, materialists 
criticize the Bauhaus for naively seeking to advance utopian idealism while ne
glecting scientific "realism" and true functionalism. ~inally, indi~idu~ls w~~ ~
licve that design should be judged by its power to tnfluence soctal hfe cnt1c1ze 
the Bauhaus for a failure to influence the practices of industry to a sufficient 
degree. Judged by principles that it did not hold, it hardly comes as a surprise 
that the Bauhaus fails to measure up to the wishes of its critics. The controversy 
surrounding the Bauhaus suggests that Gropius and his colleagues did, indeed, 
seek to establish a different principle for design, resisting the reduction of design 
to idealism, materialism, or the sophistic power represented by "art for art's 
sake" and its more dangerous expression, "business for business's sake." 

22. Gropius, Scope of Total A.rr:llit«turt, p. 20. 
23. Walter Gropius, "The Theory and Organization of the Bauhaus," Bttu· 

lulus: 1919-1928, ed. Herbert Bayer, Walter Gropius, and lse Gropius (New 
York: Museum of Modern Art, 1938), p. 29. · 

24. "An esthetic conception, so to speak, has fatally displaced a creati'le 
conception of art. Creative art and history of art should no longer be confused. 
'Creating new order' is the artist's task; that of the historian, to rediscover and 
explain orders in the past. Both are equally indispensible, but they have entirely 
different aims." Walter Gropius, "Blueprint of an Architect's Education," Sco~ 
of Total A.tdit«turt, pp. 47-48. 

25. Dewey recognized the importance of those experiences that are pre
dominantly ae~thecic, but bc.ugued that such experi~!!~~ !ll.Q!Jlc!n~t prevent 
one from recognizing the aesthetic quality of predominantly intellectual or prac
tical experiences. John Dewey, Art as &ptrimct (New York: Capricorn, 1958), 
pp. 38-39, 55, et passim. 

26. Christopher Alexander is often regarded as a leader of the "design meth· 
ods movement" of the 1960s. However, he rejected the idea in 1971, rebuking 
those who read his important book only for its contribution to methodology. 
Noting the tendency of readers to miss his central idea, he writes: 

"But I feel it is important to say it also here, to make you alive to it before 
you read the book, since so many readers have focused on the method 
which leads to the creation of the diagrams, not on the tliagrrzm1 thmutlvts, 
and have even made a cult of following this method. Indeed, since the 
book was published, a whole academic field has grown up around the 
idea of 'design methods'-and I have been hailed as one of the leading 
exponents of these so-called design methods. I am very sorry that this 
has happened, and want to state, publicly, that I reject the whole idea 
of design methods as a subject of study, since I think it is absurd to sepa
rate the study of designing from the practice of design .... No one will 
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become a betrer designer by blindly following this method, or indeed by 
following any method blindl)l. On the other hand, if you try to undcr
Siand the idea that you can crc;tc abstract patterns by studying the: im· 
plications of limircd systems of forces, and can create new forms by free: 
combinations of these patterns-and realize that this will \\'Ork if the 
patterns which you define deal with systems of forces whose internal 
interaction is \'el')' denK, :and whose interaction with the other forces in 
the world i~ very weak-then, in the process of trying to create such 
diagrams or patterns for yourself, you will reach the central idea which 
this book is all about.~ 
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Christopher Alexander, N<1re; em tilt Syntllt1iJ of Form (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1971 ). fr is the central idea of this book that deutes Alex.an
dcr's approach from methodology toward a form of architectonic intc:grati\'C 
discipline. 

27. A frequent observarion ;bout the Bauhaus and the New Bauhaus is that 
their graduares lended Ia be-come :artists rather than designers and that both in
slitutions found their primary inAucncc in the reform of education for artists 
r•llher than in concrcre 1•ro~r01ms for the: education of dc:si~tnc:rs. How is one: to 
evaluate this? On rhe one hand, the observation tends to confirm the suggestion 
thar the Bauhaus discovered an architectonic art of making rather than an archi
tectonic art of t!tr~"pr rllin~iJtg. On the other hand. is it without ultimate influence: 
on design that the Bauhaus and the- New Bauhaus served as institutions of basic 
research in the arts of malting? 

28. For a brief disc u"ion of this event, sec Alain Findcli. ·Design Education 
and Industry: The Laborious Beginnings of the: Institute of Design in Chicago." 
/ouma/ of D~l" Hi.JJ4try 4, no. Z (1991): 97-113. 

29. Present and Former Members of the Faculty, Tht ltltt~ anti Practice of 
w-.1-~,; Alt.~ of t.k Co'kfe oft.6e llniwrriry ofC!ticogn (Chi
cago: University ofChic•go Press, 1950). 

10. Charle~ W. Morris, Proposed Course Descriptions, 1937. Unh·c:rsity of 
Illinois at Chicago, Special Collection. (Typewritten.) See a selection by Charles 
Morris, tiThe Conuibution o fScicnce to the Designer's Task" from the prospec
tus of the New Bauhaus. Reprinted in Hans M. Wingler, Tht Bauhaus: Wtimar, 
lJtJJflU, B~/i,, c;,;('flgo (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1969), p. 195. Moho1y-Nagy re
lied on Morris and his colleagues to provide substantive content and connections 
between design and the ;arts and sciences, but he did not share the neopo5iti~;i5t 
philosophy of Morris and Rudolph Carnap. Moholy-Nagy's ~;icws wc:rc much 
closer to the pragmatic philosoph~ of John Dewey. Howc:~;cr. Morris. Moholy
Nagy, and Dewey were able to cooperate: in supporting the: l'ew Bauhaus be· 
cause of a shared vi5ion of the contribution that broader artistic education could 
bring to twentieth-century 50Ciery and culture. See Winjller. Tltt Baululus. 
pp. 195-99. 

31. L. Moholy -Nagy, Visio" in Moti011 (Chicago: Paul Theobald, 19-17) . .-\J. 
though usually ignored by scholars trained in the remnants of the Rc:naiss.ance 
liberal arts of belles len res and ~aux arts, this book is an important contribution 
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to the development of the liberal am in the twentieth century. Moholy-N agy 
remarks that the conventional form of contemporary liberal education bas 
tended to separate words from things, with the result that students are too oft~ n 
trained in verbalisms and lack experience and understanding of the thing' to 
which words refer. '"Liberal' education, which is considered a positi'l'e step to 
counteract a one-sided vocationalism, is at present not much different from it. 
Vocational education provides external skills while liberal education furnishes 
the skill in verbalization, both usually a mechanical accumulation.~ Moholy
Nagy, Visiot~ in Motiot~, p. 21. 

32. Quoted in Kenneth Frampton, "Apropos Ulm: Curriculum and Critic; I 
Theory," Oppositions, May 1974:35. 

33. Tom4s Maldonado, "Looking Back at Ulm," Ulm Dnign: Tile Monfity 
ofOhj«ts, ed. Herbert Lindinger (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1990), p. 2Z3. 

34. Ibid., p. 222. 
35. "Our efi'om were, as we now know, historically premature. The !>its of 

methodological knowledge that we were trying to absorb were too 'band
crafted'; and our instrumentation was virtually nonexistent. We did not h.1'l'e 
what we have today: the personal computer. We also lacked a full understanding 
of the notion of 'limited rationality,' which Herbert Simon was just beginning 
to develop. And so we remained prisoners of the theoretical generalities of 1 
form of 'problem solving' that was nothing more than a Cartesian 'discourse 
upon method.' But in the midst of our limitless faith in method-and we were 
already dimly aware that it might have a negative aspect in 'methodolatry'
thcre lay some powerful intuitions that the evolution of information tee hnology, 
especially since 1963, has to a large extent confirmed.'' Ibid. Regarding th~ Bau
haus and science, sec Walter Gropius, "Is There a Science of Design,· Sct!pe of 

- !f!'!'l __ •~-~!~lll't, pp. 30-40. 
36. Some of the interests -at HTGUfrri ippcaf fo have Nerr foreshadowed 

in the reductive approach of Hannes Meyer, director of the Bauhaus in its 
final period. "All things on this earth arc a product of the formula: (functioo 
times economy) •.. building is a biological process. Building is not an aesthetic 
process ... architecture which produces effects introduced by the arti~t hu no 
right to exist. Architecture which 'continues a tradition' is historicist, .. the n~w 
house is ... a product of industry as much as such is the work of specialists: 
economists, statisticians, hygienicists, climatologists, experts in ... norms, heat-
ing techniques ... the architect? He was an artist and is becoming a specialist in 
organization ... building is only organization." Hannes Meyer, quoted in Frank. 
Whitford, Baululus (London: Thames and Hudson, 1984), p. 180. Meyer's ap
proach is obviously the antithesis ofthat taken by Gropius and the other leaders 
of the Bauhaus, most of whom left before or shortly after Meyer's appointment 
as director. 

37. This appears to come close to a form of the technocracy movement of the 
1930s. For a brief discussion of this movement in the context of the history of 
technology, sec Alan I. Marcus and Howard P. Segal, TtciJrlology in AmnKI: A 
Briif History (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1989), pp. 263-64. This 

book .also provide~ a useful account of the devclopmen t of systems thinking in 
the nu1eteenth and twentieth centuries. 

38. Herbert Simon, Tit~Scimce1 of tnt AnijiN!( 1969; rpt. Cambridge: MIT 
Pre_ss, I ~I), pp. ~-xi. Simon studied with philosopher Rudolph Carnap at the 
Umvers•r, of Ch1cago. He also taught economics in Chicago in the 1940s to 
architc:ctur~ students of a former Bauhiusler, Mies l'an der Rohe. 

39. Simon, T~ Sdm<"rt'ofJJ.e Artificial. p. xi. 
~. Some of the rh<torial features of Simon's approach are discussed in a 

critlcal manner in Carolyn R. Miller, wThe Rhetoric of Decision Science, or 
Herbert A.. Simon Says,~ in nt Rlt~ori~•l Tum: !t~lf't'f!Jion anJ Pn-.rwuion in w 
C~11rt of fi'Jtf"iry, eel. Herbert W. Simon (Chicago: Univtrsicy of Chicago 
Press,l990), pp. 162-8-1. 

o4l. Traces ol Aristotle's four causes arc discernable in the four indicia em
plo~d by Simon to distir~guish the: artificial from tht natural and set the 
boundaries for thoe- scienc~s of the artificial. Simon. Tit~ Scimcti of 1h~ .1rtiji
rrll( p.lt. 

1Z. Ibid., p.l59. (Emph.uis mine.) 
13. lohn H~slcctt, !nriwtri11i iJ<J1in (New York: Oxford Uni,·ersir:y Press, 

19!l0h p. i . 
H. The. ancient precursor of this perspective lie1 in the philosophy of the 

Greek soph11a, who prtlent an approach to rhetoric [hat is strikingly different 
from the Platonic or Aristotelean. In Plato'1 Protii§O"'U. the sophist presents an 
dtg;nt myth of tht oririn and dimibution of powtrs among human beings. 
Th~se po~~ous are hoe-ld in the form of ;m and technologies. Some indi,·iduals 
possess the tc:chniquc~ for creating images and objects for survival and pleasure, 
while othcn pc>sscss the pc>litical.art of words, suitable: for creating societies and 
civili~lion. [r:l a later period, Machiavelli presents; ,·j~·id account of the power 
ofprmces to desisn theircity-smelthrough words and actions. A contemporary 
uample of this persprcti1·e illumatcs- thi-ti:irn-Tram· "'or·as- to- tliings:~: 

neerin,g schools continued to uain generation after ger:1c:ration of possibly the 
most powerful agents of change that our planet has ever produced." George 
Buparello ar:1d Dean B. Doner, eds., TA~ History •1'14 PflllosopJ.oy of TtcnnoiDgy 
(Urbllla: Univeuity of Illinois Press,l979), p. vii. The concept of engineering as 
pc>wer echoes th.e sophistic account of technology b' Protagoras. 

'15. For a useful sur~eJI of 'l'iews on the plac~ of design within corporate 
mucturc:s, see Mark Oakley, ~d., D~sip MtziUilmi"'J: A HaNibook of /ss~s anJ 
MtJAOt!s (O~eford: Buil Blaclcwdl, 1990). For 1 dis.cuuion of design and the de
~ign process in the context of corporate operations and values, sec John Heskett. 
"Product Integrity," lk1ip Pr«~sm NtwJim" 4 ( 1991 ). For a view of design as 
power outside the corporate domain, see Victor Papanek, Dtslp for tflt R~l 
World: Huma11 E:coJogoy and Social CAiz11ge (New Yorlc: Pantheon, 19i:!). 

16. Adrian Forty, Obj~cu of D~sir~: DmZ, IIJIQ .SOCi~fJ from w~Jgwood to 
f8M (Nc:w York: Pantheon. 1986!. p. 6. 

~7. lbiJ. 
18. Ibid., p. 9. Forty 1ugge111 an atlinity between his approach and muctur-
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alism, but he notes the mechanical quality that often accompanies structuralist 
analysis. In penonal conversation, he rec:endy acknowledged that his approach 
perhaps shares more with rhetorical analysis than structuralism. 

49. Ibid., p. 241. "It is the entrepreneur not the designer who decides which 
design most satisfaetorily embodies the ideas necessary to the product's succeu, 
and which best fits the material conditions of production." 

50. Ibid., p. 240. This is an appropriate criticism of Siegfried Giedion, who 
proposes a dialectical study in anonymous cultural history. "Anonymous history 
is direc:dy connected with the general, guiding ideas of an epoch. But at the same 
time it must be traced back to the paniculars from which it arises. Anonymous 
history is many sided, and iu different departments A ow into one another. Only 
with difficulty can they be separated. The ideal in anonymous history would be 
to show simultaneously the various facets as they exist side by side, togeth-er 
with the process of their interpenetration." Thia is an excellent statement of a 
dialectician's approach, but from Forty's perspective it fails to capture the gi\'oe
and-take of individual points of view in social life, constituting a debate th~t 
advances competing ideas and myths. Siegfried Giedion, Mtcluzni•tion Takt"t 
Comm~~ntl: A Contribution to Anonymous History (1948; rpt. New York: W. W. 
Norton, 1969), p. 4. 

5 I. Herbert Read's account of the origin and development of ornamentation 
parallels his account of the origins of design and clearly points toward the ma
terialist perspective. Psychological necessity combines with the technology of 
construction, complicated by the further factor of utilitarian purpose. 

Whatever physiological and psychological necessities may exist for orna
ment, iu actual origin and development can be explained in simple ma
terialist terms. It is true that for the sake of simplicity we have to neglect 
certain anomalous types of ornament belonging to the earliest phase of 
human civilization-the paleolithic period. To this period belong a few 

-~mOSdy or~1'of11iem05t partappareiilt')i ObJeCtS of per
sonal adornment, which bear incised lines, chevrons, and curves, for 
which no obvious explanation exists. A utilitarian explanation seems out 
of the question, and the suggestion that they arc primitive tallies for 
counting does not carry much conviction; some of the forms of decoration 
arc too complicated for such a purpose. Historically, therefore, one must 
begin with a psychological explanation. But when we pass to a later stage 
in pre-history, to the neolithic age, the evidence is much more plentiful 
and much less equivocal. We are able to conclude without any doubt, that 
whatever the purpose and appeal of the ornament, iu forms arose in, and 
were determined by, the material and the process of manufacture. We 
may still assume a previous psychological necessity; but the fulfillment of 
this necessity was inevitable. It was inherent in the material or in the con
structive form assumed by the material. 

Herbert Read, Art aruJ Industry: Tilt' Principles of lrulwtrial Dt"sign (1934; rpt. 
London: Faber and Faber, 1947), pp. 165-67. 
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5!. 111 WI ~'IICIII:t of ptinur-.. ~on.ian •. u~ tertur~ ~ l~ \.mer 
grow out of the J"'!<hol.opal oot ue s.xnctimcs des<nbc.! 1s srtnnul. Tile m.1· 
•cri.al~t acc~' t>f 1f'int\l.ll ne-ed~ is cui\~ ~"~'zf:\1. ~ ncol:\ls '.an !!~1th 
irom (:<riod to period and irom rta.."C to pl.lcc 1n,.:•ng hum.an ,.:..:~tt~ Tile~- .1~ 
s,ome,imes manif-ested as ~uperstitions. sometimes as religions. and sometimes in 
the most refi.noed ft>rm$ of art and poetry. But these needs arc fundamentally psy
chological. On the one hand, thoe:; represent the desire to express pure, universal 
feelings and values that are independent of practical purpose. On the other 
hand, they repre$Ct1t the desire to excite unalloyed emotional response within 
ourselve~ and within c>thcrs. 

53. The ancient precursors of this perspective were the Epic:ureans and 
a•omists, who equate art with pleasure. 

54. In the Pt.i,.clp~. Newton describes the rise of universal mechanics out 
of practical mech;nics. The latter is based on manual arts, the former on 
mathematics. H. S. Tha)'<er, cd ., N~wton's PIJilosopAy of Nt~tuu: &i«tions from 
Hu WririflgJ (New Yorlt: Hafner, 1953), pp. 9-11. Compare this account with 
Galileo•s account of the rise of mechanics. He describes a visit to the great 
anoenal of Venice, wher<" the constant activity of artisans and architects, in
ten.t on mal.ing w<-apons of war, ~suggests to the studious mind a large field 
for in'lestigation, espcc1ally that p.ut of the work which involves mechanics.~ 
G01lilco Galilet, Ditl~g•w Cor~t:nT~irrg Tu-o Nt"u• SOmas (New 'iork: Dover, 
l9~). p.l. 

55. Ft>r an introductory di:s<ussion of design as engineering, seeM.). French, 
fr.~VnJJ.ion tmJ ECJt~fMtion: !ksign in Nt~turt" t~rrd Enginurirrg (Cambridge: Cam
bridge Unil'ersity Press, 1983). For a practical discussion of engineering design, 
see Gorden L Glegg, TA~ &k~1i011 of Dt"sign (Cambridge: Cambridg-e Uni\·er· 
sity Press, 1972). Also, Harry Petroski, To EngiMn- Is HumGrr: TM Rok of Ft~ii

W't in SMC~mfld.Dmgrr (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1985), and Harry Petroski. 
T-it E,ofwru.oflMjiJ T..UfVt (.Nc.~ K nnpf, 1993) 

56. Exam pie$ include Donald Norman, Tilt' PsyciJowgy of Ewrydtly Tllings 
(New York: Ba,ic Book~. 19118); and Edward T. Hall, Til~ Hi&ra DimnJSiOI'I 
(Garden Ci~. NY: Doublcda)'. 1%9). The latter is not explicidy abou1 design. 
but it has induenced design thinking in a variety of ways. 

57. The riTort to explain art and design by a reductive approach that links 
art with a.esthetics and psychology is well represented in the twentieth century. 
It involves themes such as pleasure, exercise of the senses, recognition of pattern 
:~nd form, and the "bushed re\'erbcrations~ of associated meanings. In addition 
to Herbert R.ead, sec George Santayana, Til~~ of 8Nusy: Bt"ifl( W OulliM 
of A.tstAt"ti~ Tlwory (New York: Dovrr, 1955); and ~The Rationality of lndwtrial 
Art,~ in TA~ Lift of RNf'MI: Or, Tht" Pluzst"s of HUmtJn Progms (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1953)i Rudolph Arnheim, Art aruJ Visual Pn-ctptiOtJ: A 
PrycJ.oJor~ ttf J.ht! CJWtiw Ey~ (Berktley: University of California Press, 1974); 
and E. H. Gombrich, Tlrr Sn~~t ofOrtkr: A Study in tA~ PsyciJowgy ofD«urt~ti~ 
Art ([thaca, NY: Cornell Univrnity Press, 19?9). 

58. Read's book wa~ emplo¥c-d, for example, by Alexander Kostellow al 
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Brooklyn's Pratt Institute and served as a text for students at Chicago's Institute 
of Design in the early years, during the influence of Moholy-Nagy. 

59. Read's philosophic position should be compared with that of David 
Hume, represented in works such as "Of the Standard of Taste," "Of Refine
ment in the Arts," and "Of the Rise and Progress of the Arts and Sciences," in 
Of 1M St.ndartl of Taste am/ Othn- Esmys, ed. John W. Lenz (New York: Bobbs
Merrill, 1965). While he could never be regarded as a nc:opositivist, Read's em
phasis on a science of art, which is allied with various natural sciences in solving 
the problems of industrial production, appears to support the Unity of Science 
movement, guided by Rudolph Carnap, Charles Morris, and others. 

60. Sec: Herbert Read, "A Great Teacher," in Moholy-Nagy: An Anthology, 
c:d. Richard Kostelanetz (New York: Praeger, 1970), pp. 203-6. This excellent 
review of Moholy-Nagy's Vision in Motion represents a subtle reinterpretation 
of Moholy-Nagy's ideas in terms of Read's own philosophy. 

61. Read, Art and Industry, p. 9. 
62. Ibid. 
63. Ibid., p. I 0. 
64. Ibid., p. 51. 
65. Ibid., p. 55. 
66. For a discussion of aesthetics and ergonomics (sometimes referred to as 

"human enginc:c:ring"), sec: Niels Diffrient, "Design and Technology," in D~sign 
sin« /945, ed. Kathryn B. Hiesinger (Philadelphia: Philadelphia Museum of 
Art,l983), pp. 12-16. 

67. For a discussion of the two traditions of spirituality in Western culture, 
see Matthew Arnold, "Culture and Anarchy," in P«try and Criticism of Matth~w 
Amo/J. c:d. A. Dwight Culler (Boston: Houghton Miffiin, 1961), pp. 407-75. 
'Tile chapter nReiTclusm anaHCiililclsm" is particularly uSCTurin oistingulsn: 
ing the spiritual relation bc:twc:c:n thinking and doing. 

68. George Nelson, "The Design Process," in /Rsign sine~ 1945, p. 10. 
69. George Nelson, "The Enlargement of Vision," Problems ofD~sign (New 

York: Whitney, 1957), p. 59. 
70. The Hellenistic perspective on design, products, and the spiritual life is 

best represented by Plato in the Tima~ and the R~ublic (IIJ69c ff.). The: 
Tima~us is an account of the creation of the world and of all things within the: 
world. The R~blic is an account of the origin and development of the: city, with 
extensive discussions of the: nature of products and the role of products in human 
life. The Hebraic perspective on design, products, and spirituality is illustrated 
in an exquisite: passage by St. Augustine, On Christian Doctrin~ (New York: 
Dobbs-Merrill, 1958), pp. 9-10. One of the best examples of the Hebraic tradi
tion in ninetc:c:nth- and twentieth-century design is Shaker furniture:. 
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